Stop sending 1,000 LinkedIn messages for 1 job
We connect you 1:1 with professionals ready to help

What?

We create meaningful connections between underrepresented students and inspiring professionals, through our community built around Office Hours.

Office Hours are 30-minute slots of 1:1 availability with professionals ready to share their career journey, provide job insights, and lend you a helping hand. We use each member’s profile to recommend the most relevant and impactful matches for you to book. Post-call surveys are used to create double-opt-in lasting connections and ensure an always improving experience.

Why?

Odyssey is your answer to the job-search black hole - with our community behind you, you’ll be able to design the life that will make you happy, and land your dream job.

Find exciting careers and learn directly from professionals on that path what they actually do every day, what they love & hate about it, and how they got there. You’ll create a village of supporters, providing insights to what skills to build, where to look for help, and advice for your journey.


How?

2. Complete a 2-min career & interests survey
3. Click to book your first Office Hour

We take care of the hard parts, so you can enjoy the journey
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